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Introduction
We are delighted you have decided to join the wonderful group of homestay
hosts who work with Loxdale English Centre.
The Accommodation Officers will have explained the information in this handbook
when they visited you but it is always useful to have a written record of our guidelines.
Our guiding principles
 To promote tolerance and respect for other people, other cultures and other ideas.
 To enable students of all ages and social backgrounds to reach their full potential.
 To provide a stimulating, learning environment based on co-operation and active participation.
Our school, also known as Swedish Folk High School, is an adult education charity that started in 1968 in
Hove and moved to Portslade in 1979. We have British Council accreditation for the teaching of English.
Adults (16 years + out of the summer)
Most of our adult students are from Sweden and they tend to study for a term at a time; from January
to June, April to June or September to December. They study under the banner of a ‘Swedish Folk High
School’ and tuition is funded by the Swedish Government subsidies so these students only pay for their
accommodation, often through the Swedish Student Loan system:
There are currently 148 Folk high schools throughout Sweden and we are the only one in the UK. The schools
were started to provide education to students with little prior education or students requiring a ’second chance’
at education. We have the freedom to formulate our courses and to provide our students opportunity to
influence the focus and content of the courses. The education is also characterised by an environment in which
learning and social interaction go hand in hand. Nowadays, we have a range of students who have completed
their secondary school education, been to university or college, in full time employment or none of those.

The International adult students come for various different lengths of stay, from two weeks to a year.
Most of our students study on the English Plus course. They generally study English in the mornings
with English Plus subjects such as photography, art, Britain & the environment, singing, British Culture
and Creative English two afternoons per week.
The majority of students are aged between 19 and 35 years and have intermediate to proficiency levels
of English. There are occasionally some 16 or 17 year olds on adult courses and these have curfews and
are legally children so the young learner rules apply to them.
Young Learners (8 to 17 years)
Throughout the year we have closed groups of young learner coming for between one and four weeks,
normally aged 12 to 17 years.
During the summers we have an international young learners programme for 10 weeks and January for
5 weeks.
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Departments of The School:
Management -

Anna Thatcher is responsible for the management of The School. This
includes safeguarding, financial management, administration, promotion
and the day to day running of the organisation.
Anna is also responsible for pre-course planning and resourcing. This includes the booking of outside
services for all courses. In this work Anna works closely with DOS, Accommodation & Welfare Officer
and Social Manager.
Anna and Karen both work as the Designated Safeguarding Leads and the Prevent
Officers at Loxdale which means that they are the first point of contact should you have
any concerns about the welfare of any of our young learners or vulnerable adult
students.

Welfare and Accommodation Responsibility for Welfare and Accommodation is combined and Karen Lilley is responsible for this
department.
Karen and her colleague Jodie Morden are responsible for choosing homestay host, residential,
guesthouse, bed and breakfast and hotel accommodation for our students.
In conjunction with Anna, Karen also has overall responsibility for the welfare of students in Portslade.
Jack Ratuszynski and Mike Thatcher also work in the offices and with student services. Jack is
responsible for transport bookings and Mike works with data protection and agent liaison.

Karen Lilley

Jodie Morden

Jack Ratuszynski

Mike Thatcher

Alice Cotgreave

Leisure Activities -

Alice is our Social Manager out of the summer season.
During the summer season, James Chiesa is our Social Manager and he holds the emergency phone.

Emergency phone:
The contact details are shown on the next page.
During the year, the emergency phone rotates round our permanent teachers/staff on a weekly basis.
During the summers, James Chiesa has this phone as he is aware of all aspects of our summer school.
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What can you expect from Loxdale English Centre?
 We are always here to help and support you. You can always call the school on 01273 – 414973.
Out of office hours, in an emergency, please call the emergency phone first:
If there is no reply on that phone, please call:
Or

07557 – 123 384

Karen Lilley 07745 – 492 966
Anna Thatcher 07775 – 928 235

 We find that if there are any problems, they tend to stem from communication problems and, as long as
everyone is calm, these can normally be solved quickly. Please don’t let a small problem become a larger
one by not telling us. Communication between you and the school is very important both to solve little
niggles and for the welfare of our students.
 You will have the name and details of your student(s) before arrival and it can be nice to contact them
before arrival to learn a little more about them. Some students will contact you before they arrive to say
hello.
 For each young learner you have, you will be given a copy of their programme in advance and then again on
arrival. Please always throw away your old one when you are given one by the student on arrival as this
may have slight time changes on it and will be most up-to-date.
 You will be paid regularly at the dates shown on your booking letter. An information letter will be sent out
with notification of payment.

What do we expect from our host families:
Please see the contract for further details but ……. The student must be in a bedroom that has been seen by
Loxdale English Centre staff. The bedroom should be cleaned once a week and have:







Adequate heat and light
A chair if there is space
Table (or one somewhere else in the house where they can study quietly)
Table lamp suitable for study
A wardrobe, chest of drawers and/or dressing table
The bedding and bath and hand towels should be provided changed once a week

Apart from this:




The student will expect to take a daily bath or shower so please tell them about when this is available.
The student will expect one load of washing each week, without charge.
If you have an adult student on Bed and Breakfast or Half Board Lunch accommodation, they should be
allowed to use the kitchen to prepare their evening meal and have some kitchen storage space where
they can store their food.
 If the adult student has chosen half board dinner accommodation or if it is a young learner (aged 8 to 17
years), this is because they want to enjoy your company and expect you and your family to eat the same
meal with them at least 4/5 times a week.
 Please go through any household ‘rules’ with the students in their first days as part of their introduction
to your home and family. However, please also understand that there can be a big culture shock for
many and some have low levels of English. It is always good to refresh the rules in a nice way during their
first week and to explain why you have those rules.
 Please show them the way to school on their first day or on their day of arrival. Many cultures are not
good at using maps and may be dealing with a completely different alphabet which makes map reading
difficult.
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Suggested issues to talk about with your student(s) on arrival
Adults













Use of the telephone? Is it allowed or not. Most students have mobiles. If you allow them to use the
home phone, how will you organise payment? Are only reverse charge calls allowed?
Food. What do they like? What don’t they like? Do they like to cook? It’s nice to have a day a month
where you have food from their country etc. You will have been told about allergies but do check with
them just in case they haven’t told the school about something.
Times that they can use the bath/shower. Do you allow this after 10pm? Before 6am?
What day will you clean their room? Explain what you expect from them e.g. picking up clothes off the
floor, putting things away, etc.
What day will you do their laundry? Or are you happy for them to do it themselves?
Giving them a key and talking about locking the doors. Is there a special knack to locking yours. These
systems are not the same in all countries.
Your family’s day to day schedule. It can be useful to have this on a fridge so they know when to expect
you home etc.
Guests? Are they allowed to visit in the afternoons/evenings? Until which time? Are any allowed to stay
overnight? What about when his/her girlfriend or boyfriend visits from home? Are they allowed to stay?
Wi-fi password.
Travel to school. What is the bus route and number? What time will you walk them to school on their
first day or on their arrival day?
Do you allow smoking? Inside? Outside?

Young Learners












Use of the telephone? Is it allowed or not. Most students have mobiles. If you allow them to use the
home phone, how will you organise payment? Can they use the reverse charge numbers?
Food. What do they like? What don’t they like? Do they like to cook? It’s nice to have a day a month
where you have food from their country etc. You will have been told about allergies but do check with
them just in case they haven’t told the school about something.
Times that they can use the bath/shower. Do you allow this after 10pm? Before 6am?
What day will you clean their room? Explain what you expect from them e.g. picking up clothes off the
floor, putting things away, etc.
What day will you do their laundry? Or are you happy for them to do it themselves?
Giving them a key and talking about locking the doors. Is there a special knack to lock yours. These
systems are not the same in all countries.
Your family’s day to day schedule. It can be useful to have this on a fridge so they know when to expect
you home etc.
Guests? Are they allowed to visit in the afternoons? Until which time? Bear in mind that all young
learners must be home by 6pm for their dinner.
Wi-fi password.
Travel to school. What is the bus route and number? What time will you walk them to school on their
first day or on their arrival day?
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Regarding other official School issues:


Please make sure that the school has a copy of your Gas Safety Certificate.



Please make sure you have given the school, or had the school run, a DBS check for you and any
adult in the household.



Please make sure that there is a fire risk assessment in each bedroom that you have students in
and go through it with them on arrival.



Please be aware that you, or a responsible adult known to you and vetted by Loxdale, must be at
home when students under 16 are in the house. You cannot leave any age Young Learner alone
in the evenings or overnight.



Never ask students for extra money for anything. Any payments must go through the school
unless the Accommodation Officer tells you otherwise. Young Learners should never give you
money for anything.



Make sure that you have household insurance to cover a student being in the house. Most
companies don’t charge extra, they just need to know. If you would like any advice, please do
talk to Karen or Jodie.



Please always contact the Accommodation department if your student or you wish to make any
changes to the accommodation, period of stay etc. This cannot be done through the student.



Please tell us immediately if there the student has a serious accident or illness.



Please tell us if there is an issue within the household that affects the student e.g. water heater
broken, illness etc.



Please let us know immediately if there are any changes to your household e.g. new pet, stopped
smoking, wi-fi etc.



We need you to support our rules for Young Learners and our Prevent and Safeguarding policies
as outlined in this handbook. The safety of our staff, students and hosts is paramount to the
school.



If you or a member of your household is arrested or cautioned, please let Loxdale know as soon
as possible, at least within 3 days of the event. It does not necessarily mean that you will not be
given a student. It will depend on the nature of the crime and whether it affects the
safeguarding of our students.
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Sample Fire Risk Assessment Form for your bedroom(s)

Dear Guest
Important Information
As part of our homestay host duties, we need to make you aware of the emergency
procedures in case of a fire.
If you are aware of FIRE, evacuate the building quickly and calmly.
Do not attempt to fight the fire.

The exits in our house are: (draw a floor plan or explain where the exits are to the students)

Once out of the building, please call the emergency services:
Fire
Police

Telephone: 999

Ambulance

Tell them which service you need and then give your name, address and explain what has
happened.
We really hope that none of this will be necessary and hope that your stay with us will be
happy and interesting.
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Student Arrival
Adults
Most long term adults arrive under their own steam. We ask that adult students contact you and let
you know their time of arrival.
If the school is told of their time/day of arrival, we will automatically let you know.
If the adult arrives as part of a group:
a) They may arrive by coach to Loxdale. If so, please can you collect them from here.
b) They may arrive by minibus. If so, they will probably be delivered straight to your house.
If you haven’t heard anything within a week of their arrival, please contact the school and we will try to
find out for you.

Young Learners
If your young learner is Independent, they normally have a school transfer and we will bring them to
your home. Occasionally their parents may bring them to your home to drop them off.
If your young learner is in a group:
a) They may arrive by coach to Loxdale. If so, please can you collect them from here.
b) They may arrive by minibus. If so, they will probably be delivered straight to your house.
They will give you an up-date of their programme. Please throw away any versions you
have been given earlier.
For both:
The first day and the welcome the students get is one of the most important parts of their stay. You,
and we, only get one chance at a first impression and so we want to make it as warm as possible.
Once your student has settled in and been shown around, do take time to go through the house ‘rules’
and timetable.
Departures
If the student leaves from Loxdale for their transfer back to the airport, we would ask that you drop
them and their bags back at the time we give you. Often, you are able to drop them and their bags off a
little earlier.
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Loxdale English Centre & Swedish Folk High School
Homestay Host Agreement – amended each year and sent to you.
Terms used:
‘The School’ – The generic term for Loxdale English Centre and Swedish Folk
High School.
‘Half Board Dinner’ – Accommodation provided by the homestay host on a
bed, breakfast and evening meal basis.
‘Half Board Lunch’ – Accommodation provided by the homestay host on a
bed and breakfast basis. (Half Board at weekends.) Students have use of
the kitchen to make their evening meal.
‘Short courses’ – Students on very short courses (1 to 2 weeks) always have
full board homestay accommodation every day. ie. Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner with their host family.
Student’s Bedroom
Your student must occupy the room seen by our interviewer and agreed
with The School at the time of confirmation. There should be NO SHARING
unless arranged by our Accommodation Department. The room should
have adequate heat and light. The room should contain a chair, table and
table lamp suitable for private study and a wardrobe, chest of drawers or
dressing table. All bedding, bath and hand towels should be provided and
changed once a week. You are not expected to provide beach towels.
Cleaning
The student have a reasonable expectation to have their room cleaned
once a week. You should advise them of what day this is done and ask
them to make sure that the room ready to clean at that time (ie. No clothes
on the floor! etc.). Apart from this period the student’s bedroom should be
treated as their own private space and not disturbed.
The other areas of the house should also be kept in a clean state and
suitable for the student to live in.
Bathing
A daily bath or shower is expected by students. Please advise your student
when these facilities are available and provide bath towels.
Laundry
We suggest one load of washing per week, without charge.
Meals with the family
If students have chosen Half Board Dinner, it is expected that the family eat
the same meal at the same time with the student.
At weekends all students, even those on Half Board Lunch, would have
dinner provided by their host but not their lunch.
Kitchen use
Students who have chosen Half Board Lunch accommodation should have
use of the kitchen to prepare their evening meal. Please discuss with them
an appropriate time and which cupboard or shelf they can store their food
in. They are expected to clean up after themselves immediately after their
meal. We do advise these students to cook some meals in bulk so that
they can freeze some meals for later use. This means that they save on
food costs and the family on gas or electricity usage.
Telephone
Your student may wish to use the telephone. The School cannot accept
responsibility for bills incurred by the student, and you are advised to
inform your student that all telephone calls must be paid for before
departure.
Other students
Our student should be the only guest from his or her country, or of the
same language group. Therefore, students from Norway, Sweden or
Denmark may not be placed together. Neither should students who come
from Spain and most parts of South America be placed together. We are
sure you understand this request is necessary and an obligation to our
students.
Gas Certificate
The School has a legal obligation to be assured that you have your gas boiler
checked once a year and has a valid gas certificate. Please confirm this with
the Accommodation Department as soon as possible.
Fire Risk Assessment
The school is obliged to take out a fire risk assessment of the home during
the home visit.
Enhanced DBS
All host families that accommodate our Young Learners (17 years and
below) have to hold an enhanced DBS certificate. Loxdale English Centre
will process the applications and assist with the initial payment.

If you, or a member of your household is convicted of a criminal act after
the initial DBS check, you must let the school know as soon as possible. You
must adhere to our Safeguarding and Prevent policies.
Payment
You are paid the agreed amount. The rate increases for the summer period.
The only deductions for adults are made during the Activity Project Weeks
(March and October) when a maximum of 5 nights could be deducted. We
will also deduct dinner money if your student decides to go away during the
Easter holiday.
No extras may be charged without the written agreement of the
Accommodation Department.
Payments are made on a 4 weekly basis at the end of the second week.
Cancellation Fees
The cancellation fee is £40 for courses up to 8 weeks. No cancellation fee
will be paid if at least 3 working days notice is given. For long term students
a one week cancellation fee will be paid in the following circumstances:
1. Cancellation of booking (less than 5 working days)
2. Non-arrival of the student
3. Notice to leave by the student or Loxdale English Centre (less
than 5 working days) unless the host has not adhered to the
contractual arrangements.
Please note that if the hosts have not adhered to the conditions in this
agreement (ie. Cleaning, meals etc) then there is no cancellation fee due
and the School reserves the right to remove a student without notice.
If payment has already been made in advance you are required to refund
the ‘unused’ part of the payment, less any cancellation.
No cancellation fee will be paid if the School is able to offer a suitable
replacement.
Insurance
As the School cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage we
strongly advise you to make the necessary arrangements with your own
insurance company.
References
Two references will be required before we can offer any students. One
professional, if possible, and one personal.
Driving Licence
On occasions you may be asked to pick up or drop off your student upon
arrival and departure. You will be expected to provide full details of your
licence to be able to do this. Details will be collated from the DVLA website.
Arrival of Students
Our students have been asked to inform you of their approximate arrival
time on the date given on this form. However, we hope you will make
arrangements for somebody to be at home to receive your guests even if
they have not given you this information. The warm welcome is one of the
most important aspects of the student’s stay. It is also important to sit
down with your guest to go through house rules, dietary likes/dislikes, the
house timetable etc. in that first week.
Problems
A member of the Accommodation Department is available during office
hours to discuss any difficulties you may have with your student or to offer
advice relating to the students’ stay.

To Assist the Accommodation Department
1.
2.
3.
4.

Any changes in accommodation, period of stay etc. must be
agreed by the Accommodation Department, NOT the student.
If necessary, please call the Accommodation Department
between the hours of 0900 and 1645, Mondays to Fridays.
The School must be notified as soon as possible in case of
serious accident or illness involving any student.
Please let us know immediately if any aspect of your home
changes e.g. new pet, no pet, stopped smoking, wireless etc.

Emergencies
In case of accident or serious illness, telephone the School on 01273 –
414973. When closed a recorded message will give you a number to ring in
extreme emergency.

We find that many of our past adult and young learner students are still in contact with their
host families so we know how important this element of their stay at Loxdale English Centre is.
The chance to live as part of a British family for any length of time, has given them wonderful
memories and they learn so much from you.
All our students should show respect to you, your family and home.

Adult students
Students aged 18 years +
 The adult students don’t have any big rules other than to attend their classes, obey British law,
respect all cultures and the ‘house’ rules of their homestay host. And of course, to be nice and
speak lots of English!
They are adults and will come and go from school and your home as normal.
 We do ask that you let us know if they tell you that they are going away for the weekend. Normally
they tell us too but it is best to double check from a safeguarding point of view. We would
recommend getting contact details for the place they are staying at.
 Please do make sure that they have your mobile number and that you have theirs too. Remember
that they normally get a British sim card after a couple of days so you need that number too.
 The social programme is optional for adult students. There are at least 2 evening activities each
week and most weekends there are trips to choose from. However, some students are homebodies
and prefer to stay at home with you, watching films or chatting. Others are out to enjoy all that
Brighton nightlife has to offer!
 We ask that if they stay with a friend overnight, they must contact you so you know that they are
safe. This may involve a text late at night but I hope you understand that, for the safety of our
students, we want them to do this.
 If you discover that your student is missing and you can’t contact them, please do let us know as
soon as possible by phoning one of the three phone numbers. It isn’t to get them into trouble but
so that we can make sure that they safe.
 If you are ever worried or concerned about your student, do let us know. If you think they are not
doing much in the evenings because they feel alone or nervous, feel free to encourage them to
come along to the School Pavilion.
This is the sports hall building at school and we open it, Mondays to Fridays, from 1830 to 2215.
Here students can meet socially, do homework, eat dinner (microwave), use the sports hall, table
tennis room, watch a film or listen to music. We have a member of staff there, often Alice, to make
sure English is spoken and it is free for them to use. It is a warm and welcoming environment where
they will be looked after.
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Young Learner students
On adult courses
If there are any 16 or 17 year olds on adult courses, they are still legally children. They will have a
curfew and have rules about how they spend their free time and what social activities they are allowed
to join in.
Jodie or Karen will make sure you have all this information so you know what they have been told and
what has been agreed with their parents.

Young Learner courses
Our Summer and Winter international courses are designed so that the students are kept busy. This is
great for their development and education and helps to alleviate any homesickness. It also makes sure
that they are not bored and want to look for mischief!
However, often, part of the reason their parents have sent them to the UK, especially if they have
travelled here without a group, is to encourage their child to become a little more independent. Loxdale
English Centre also feels that teenagers do need a little free time to give them a sense of achievement
and for their independence. The sense of pride is wonderful when they realise that they can buy
something in a shop or get a bus into the centre of Brighton without a parent, for the first time and in a
different language.
This has to be balanced with our safeguarding issues and so we have the following rules for our
students:

Free time:
 If they have morning lessons, they have free time between 3 and 6pm.
If they have afternoon lessons, they have free time between 4.30 and 6pm.
During their free time: If they have written permission from their parents, (the school has this
information), then the student can go to Brighton, Hove or Portslade centre in their free time, or
stay at school and continue with activities or enjoy the garden, or they can return to their host
families to relax.
If they don’t have this permission, we will let you know. This means that they can stay at Loxdale to
continue with activities here or return to you to relax in their free time. In this instance, they are not
allowed to go to Portslade, Hove or Brighton without a member of staff or their homestay host.
 No student is allowed to go to the beach without staff or their homestay host, even if they have
permission from their own family.
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Young Learner courses continued

Children aged 8 to 11 years
No children aged 8 to 11 years are allowed to go anywhere without a parent, the school or their
homestay host, even if their parents have said they can.
When does my student have to be home?
All students have to be home by 6pm for dinner with you. Please let the school know if they are
consistently late or don’t come home for dinner.
There is one activity when the students sometimes have to be back at school for 1815 and will require
an earlier dinner. This is the bowling trip and you will see from their programme when this is.

What about an evening curfew? When do they have to be in by?
No student is allowed out for any reason in the evenings unless they are going to a school evening
activity that is shown on their programme.
When they return home after the evening activity, they must remain at home.
After the evening activities, the School will bring home any student who lives more than a 10 minute
walk from school/the activity. Those students who live less than a 10 minute walk from school can walk
home but we ask that you call us if they are not home within 15 minutes of the activity finishing.
The minibuses each have different area routes and will be dropping off between 8 and 16 people and
the drivers have to make sure that they see the student go inside so the drop offs normally take 15 to 25
minutes.
The Wednesday disco is in the centre of Brighton so if your student (aged 13 to 17 years) has chosen this
evening option, they will be home a little later than normal. Normally by 2240.

What if they are not home within these time frames?
Please call their mobile and see where they are. If they are on the minibus or waiting for one that is fine
as they will be safe. If not, tell them to come home now.
If they still are not home an hour after the activity finished, assuming they aren’t on the minibus, please
call their group leader or, for independent students – the emergency phone to let them know.
The next day, please let Karen, Jodie or Anna know if your student didn’t come home direct after the
activity.
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Young Learner courses continued

I don’t want to get my student in trouble.
These procedures are not put in place to get the student into trouble but we have a legal and moral
responsibility to their parents, who have agreed what time they must be home with you.
Please tell us the first time they are late and not towards the end of their stay when it is more difficult to
do anything about it. Generally, teenagers are the same around the world and they will keep pushing so
if you let it go once, they will do it again and get later and later.

And at weekends, what do they do then?
Unless they are going home, the summer students will always have trips on Saturdays and Sundays.
Please ensure they get to school on time. The times are shown on their programme, otherwise phone
the school or emergency phone to check.
When they return home after a weekend trip, they must remain at home.
Please bear in mind that most young learners are teenagers. Automatically, they will try to see how
much they can get away with, (as is their job!) so some might try to tell you that they are allowed, that
their parents or their group leader is letting them or even that Anna said it was ok.

But they only want to go to the shop/park/their friend’s house…
You cannot let them go out unless you get a letter on headed paper explaining a change to their
programme or to a certain rule. We understand that it can feel difficult saying no to them, when
maybe they have just said they want to go to the shop to buy something but, unless you go with them,
please stand firm. Just imagine if something did happen to them and how it would feel explaining that
to their parents.

Imagine how you would feel if your teenage daughter or son were allowed out late at night in China,
Russia or Peru, not being fluent in the language, not knowing what areas are safe or not.

They really seem to believe that they can go and that their parents are alright with this.
They may nag you a lot but you can tell them to stop, it is a school rule and there is nothing that can be
done.
If you have any on-going issues with one of your students, do let us know so we can talk to them at
school. You can always show them the rule on their Information Sheet which is also in this handbook.
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Young Learner courses continued

My student is ill, can I give him/her some medicine?
If your student is feeling ill, please call the school to let us know that either they need a doctor’s
appointment or that they will be staying home with you that day.
You can’t give any medicine to the student unless you ask the school. We have forms that the parents
have filled in to see what types of medicine we, or you, can give them.

If the student is ill at the weekend, they will probably have to stay at home with you. If you, or a
member of your family, are not at home for a long period of time, please let us know so that we can visit
them and make sure they are alright.
No student aged 12 and under can be left alone at home at any time.

I have spoken to their parents who tell me that their child can go out etc.
These rules are for all our young learners regardless of what their parents have said or
say to you. If there is ever a mixed message, do contact the school and we will explain
this to the parents.
Ultimately, Loxdale English Centre is legally responsible for all the children whilst they are
study with us.
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Safeguarding
As a school working with children aged 8 to 17 years, we are very serious about our responsibility
concerning their care, safeguarding and supervision. Loxdale is not only a British Council accredited
school, members of English UK, but we are also part of the English UK Young Learners Special Interest
Group. As part of this group, we are always looking at ensuring that we work to the highest standards
and work with best practice.

I am sure you are aware of the potential dangers that any child may face, and a child in a foreign country
speaking a different language needs even more help in recognising these. We do all we can to help
protect them whilst they are in our care. You will also be aware of the various Child Safeguarding laws
and checks in the UK which are amongst the strongest in the world.

We, our staff and our hosts all have a duty of care to all our students, including vulnerable adult
students. In the following pages you will find the Loxdale English Centre Child Safeguarding Policy for
you and the other adults in your home to read. In this way you can see how we try to keep our students
safe and the advice we give to staff, volunteers and hosts.
You will have seen throughout this handbook other ways that we try to keep our Young Learners safe
such as offering good student:staff ratios on activities and trips, always supervising them, not allowing
them out in the evening, DBS checks for hosts and staff, minibuses home and having 2 Designated
Safeguarding and Prevent Officers, Anna Thatcher and Karen Lilley.
The policy is quite long as we include all the information necessary including what to do if a child, or
adult, tells you something you are worried about and the various signs of abuse. We must make it clear
that it is not common to have cases of abuse within the EFL environment but we take all precautions
possible to ensure this continues. You will hopefully never have to contact us about abuse of any kind,
however, we, like in the normal UK school system, must be careful to stop potential abusers entering
our organisation.
Our policies are as much about protecting you and our staff as well as the students. Your house is your
home and the student’s home whilst they are visiting so we certainly don’t want to go to extremes or
stop you using your own common sense.
The main points for you as a host are covered in pages 4 to 6, page 8 and pages 11 to 14 and are in line
with our safeguarding policies but a couple of other issues are:
 Tell us if you are worried about your student. The vast majority of students have a fabulous
time and leave wanting to come back. It doesn’t have to be abuse for us to be concerned
about their welfare. Are they eating properly? Are they showering/bathing regularly? Are
they enjoying school? Are they making friends? Are they homesick? Have they told you
they are being bullied by another student? We need to know if you have concerns.

Safeguarding

 It is not advisable that you leave a Young Learner alone for long with another adult visiting
your home.
 It is advisable to tell Young Learner students that they should socialise in the public areas of
the house and that they shouldn’t go into adult or other children’s bedrooms as these are
private areas.
 Along the same lines, it is advisable that you tell your children not to enter the students’
room as this is private.
 Looking after children, we fully expect you to have to go into their rooms and we certainly
want to keep that warm family feeling that you have. We would just recommend that, if you
are going into their bedroom, keep the door open. We don’t want anything to stop you
being as caring as you normally would be, especially if the student is upset.
 Please don’t accept any other adult students/lodgers whilst hosting our Young Learners as
we cannot mix under 17 year olds with adults.

As most of you will experience, we normally have fantastic students who are enthusiastic, fun,
charming and willing to learn but please do keep us informed about any day to day student
concerns that you have. We are here to support you as much as we can.

Most of the time you will only see your students in the evenings and for breakfast as we work
hard to keep them as busy as possible during the days and evenings. However, we do hope you
enjoy your time with them.
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Safeguarding & Child Protection Policy
We review this policy continually and up-date it as necessary.

Introduction
All Loxdale English Centre staff, group leaders and host families are in a position of trust. We have
a duty of care to keep all our students from harm but especially for students under the age of 18 and
vulnerable adults. Loxdale English Centre is committed to ensuring and promoting the safeguarding
of learners who are involved in our courses or activities.
In the UK, the law states that people who work with children have to keep them safe. This
safeguarding legislation is set out in The Children Act 1989 and 2014. The government also
provides guidance in their document ‘Working Together to Safeguard Children 2013.
Loxdale English Centre believes that:


the welfare of the child is paramount. A child is defined as a person under the age of 18
(The Children Act 1989)



students should be listened to, valued, respected and protected



all children, whatever their age, culture, disability, gender, language, racial origin, religious
beliefs and/or sexual identity have the right to protection from abuse as set out in article 19,
UNCRC 1989



all suspicions and allegations of abuse and poor practice will be taken seriously and
responded to swiftly and appropriately



all staff (paid/unpaid) have a responsibility to be trained in safeguarding and to report
concerns to Karen Lilley, Welfare Officer or Anna Thatcher, Principal who are the Designated
Safeguarding Leads.



All hosts have a responsibility to report concerns to Karen Lilley or Jodie Morden, Welfare
Officers.



We have a duty to operate under ‘best practice’.

We aim to create a safe environment within which children and young people can
thrive and adults can work with the security of clear guidance.
Child abuse can arouse strong emotions in those facing such a situation. It is important to understand
these feelings and not allow them to interfere with your judgement about the appropriate action to take.
There are four areas of abuse are emotional, sexual, neglect and physical. Abuse can occur within
many situations including the home and school environment.

These guidelines are divided into the following sections:
1. Safer Working Practice
2. Safer recruitment and training
3. Checklist of welfare issues
4. Handling allegations and/or suspicions
5. Recognising child abuse
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SECTION 1:

Safer Working Practice for staff and hosts

All staff, group leaders and hosts are encouraged to demonstrate exemplary behaviour in order
to promote children’s welfare and reduce the likelihood of allegations being made. We want to
ensure that the school and their host family/residential centre are places where students, staff
and hosts feel safe and protected.
Safeguarding is considered regularly in relation to issues such as happiness, health, hygiene
and safety. The following are examples of how to create a positive culture and climate:

In order to establish a safe environment Loxdale English Centre will ensure that
our staff and the school:

















Are interviewed and vetted to ensure they are committed to safety and well-being of the
children they come into contact with.
Receive regular training regarding safety and safeguarding.
Always work in an open environment (e.g. avoiding private or unobserved situations and
encouraging open communication with no secrets).
Treat all young people/vulnerable adults equally, and with respect and dignity and
ensuring they know who to approach when they need care or help.
Have a designated Welfare Officer who is also a Safeguarding Officer.
Maintain a safe and appropriate distance with students
Make lessons and activities enjoyable, age appropriate and promoting fair play and give
enthusiastic and constructive feedback rather than negative criticism.
If any form of manual/physical support is required, it will be provided openly.
If groups have to be supervised in the changing rooms, group leaders, teachers, coaches
or social organisers work in pairs.
At the residential centres or in homestays, adults should not enter children’s rooms
without leaving the door open or invite children into their rooms.
Are excellent role models - this includes not smoking or drinking excessive alcohol in the
company of young people. Any drug use would lead to immediate dismissal.
Listen to the needs of individual young people and vulnerable adults and do not push
them against their will unless this is in conflict of our statutory duties.
Secure parental consent in writing to act in loco parentis, if the need arises to administer
emergency first aid and/or other medical treatment.
Keep a written record of any injury that occurs, along with the details of any treatment
given.
Request written parental consent if students wish to take part in out of hours activities
e.g. going to town in small groups in their free time.
Be aware that someone outside of a situation may misinterpret their actions, no matter
how well-intentioned, particularly true across age groups and different cultural norms.
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SECTION 1:

Safer Working Practice for staff and hosts

1.1 Practices to be avoided
Where ever possible try to avoid spending time alone with children away from others. Of
course sometimes emergencies happen, for example, a child sustains an injury and needs to go
to hospital:
It may sometimes be necessary for staff, especially residential staff to do things of a personal
nature for children, particularly if they are young or are disabled such as making sure they have
showered/washed or dressing a wound. These tasks should only be carried out sensitively,
where possible with open doors and every effort not to be alone with one student should be
taken.

Practices never to be sanctioned
The following should never be sanctioned. You should never:










engage in rough, physical or sexually provocative games, including horseplay
share a room with a child
allow or engage in any form of inappropriate touching
allow children to use inappropriate language unchallenged
make sexually suggestive comments to a child, even in fun
reduce a child to tears as a form of control
fail to act upon and record any allegations made by a child
do things of a personal nature for children or disabled adults, that they can do for themselves
invite or allow children to stay with you at your home unsupervised.

Incidents that must be reported/recorded
If any of the following occur you should report this immediately to the Welfare Officer or Principal
and record the incident.
 if you accidentally hurt a student
 if a student seems distressed in any manner
 if a student appears to be sexually aroused by your actions
 if a student misunderstands or misinterprets something you have done.

1.2 Adults not employed by Loxdale English Centre
Care is taken to minimise contact between our students and external adults. Students are warned,
in an age appropriate way, of the dangers that strangers present.

1.3 Coach companies and taxi drivers
Loxdale English Centre uses coach companies and taxi drivers that have had DSB checks.

1.4 Electronic and Social Networking
No staff should have any personal Social Media contact with their students aged under 18. E.g.
Facebook, Instagram, gaming devices etc. This is to ensure the safety of our students and to protect
our staff from allegations of improper conduct through malice or misunderstanding of a staff
member’s action. See E-Safety Policy for more details.

1.5 First Aid and Medical care
Loxdale English Centre offers First Aid training to their staff so a number of our staff are trained in
First Aid. Emergency medical treatment is given without charge to all under 18s visiting the UK.
Only certain staff are allowed to give children medicine. Only children whose parents have given
permission can be given medicine including paracetamol and cough sweets.

SECTION 1:

Safer Working Practice for staff and hosts continued

1.6 Privacy: Loss of privacy on the internet can happen in many ways. Disclosing names,
passwords, telephone numbers or addresses can put the student or others at risk. Loxdale English
Centre is committed to keeping our student data secure and in keeping with GDPR legislation.
Loxdale English Centre is committed to addressing these issues by:





Ensuring no student can download software or programmes onto our computers
Making sure that staff are aware of the issues which can arise from under 18s having
unmonitored or unrestricted access to the internet.
Helping students to stay safe online by giving them advice during their induction and by
having lessons showing the dangers of the internet.
Monitoring under 18s use of the internet and not allowing unrestricted access to online
content by having security walls.

1.7 Risk Assessments
Loxdale English Centre evaluates the risks posed to students/staff when taking part in an activity.
This evaluation forms the basis of our Risk Assessments.
All staff have a duty to read and understand the School’s Risk Assessments and to be trained in
Risk Management. They also have to tell their students the risks associated of any activity or trip
they join.

1.8 Use of photographic/filming equipment
The School may take photos for publicity purposes. The School has always asked for permission to
use these photos from the parents. Staff should be vigilant about other adults taking photos of our
students and any concerns should to be reported to the Social Manager, Welfare Officer or
Principal.

1.15 Who’s Who for students
Around the school there are photos of our staff so students recognise them. All staff must also wear
their photo security badge/lanyards at all times and, when on social activities, their Loxdale orange
T-shirts so students know whom they can approach.
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SECTION 2:

Recruitment and training of staff and volunteers

Loxdale English Centre recognises that anyone may have the potential to abuse children in
some way and that all reasonable steps are taken to ensure unsuitable people are prevented
from working with children.
We are committed to providing a supportive and safe working environment for our staff.
Loxdale recognises that, in order to achieve this aim, we need to attract, recruit, train and retain
the highest calibre of staff possible.
Pre selection checks include the following:













Adverts have a safer recruitment statement.
All volunteers/staff complete an application form or give a CV.
All staff are given a job description
Invited to interview (in person or by skype)
Our interviews go through any gaps in the CV and talk about our child safeguarding
policies.
Applicants are asked if there is any reason as to why they shouldn’t work with children.
We need 2 confidential references, incl. one regarding previous work with children if
possible. These are taken up and, at least one, confirmed through telephone contact.
Evidence of identity (passport or driving licence with photo) is given.
All relevant certificates e.g. teaching or university grades, are photocopied and kept on
file.
Consent is obtained from applicants so that we can take up a DBS check for them.
If a criminal record comes back to show a reason why the member of staff should not
work with children, the offer of work is revoked.
All staff are given a Staff Handbook together with the School Policy File (including
safeguarding ones and risk assessments) and procedures and sign to register that they
have understood, read them and will promote them.

In addition to pre-selection checks, the safeguarding process includes training after
recruitment to help staff to:
 Understand our Safeguarding, Prevent and Emergency Policies.


Analyse their own practice against established good practice, and to ensure their practice
is not likely to result in allegations being made.



Recognise their responsibilities and report any concerns about suspected poor practice
or possible abuse.



Respond to concerns expressed by a child or young person.



Work safely and effectively with children.



Think about cultural differences amongst the students.

In addition to this, Loxdale English Centre requires:




Relevant staff have first aid training (where necessary).
All staff to undertake an online Child Safeguarding course and undergo in-house training.
All staff undertake Prevent, GDPR and Emergency Response training.
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SECTION 3:
Signs to look
out for

Possible issue

Checklist of welfare issues
Staff input

Students making
negative remarks
about their
homestay

Student feeling
unhappy in
homestay

Staff to refer student to
Accommodation &
Welfare Manager

Students looking
depressed and not
participating in
class/activity

Student feeling a
little lonely and
homesick

Student
attendance
issues/lateness

Student may be
depressed, very
homesick or not
enjoying their class

Staff to talk to the
student and to refer
him/her to Welfare
Manager/Social
Manager
Welfare
Manager/Director of
Studies talks to the
student about their
reasons

Action to be taken
Accommodation & Welfare
Manager to assess severity of
case, offer assistance in
communication with host and/or
find alternative host for the
student.
Social Manager will ensure that
the Independent Student
Manager meets the student and
introduces student to other fellow
students.
Accommodation & Welfare
Manager to speak to host about
the student’s behaviour at home.
DoS to speak to the student
about their feelings.

First Aid boxes
Regular checks are made by the Principal and Welfare Officers to ensure:




there are enough kits
the kits are regularly checked for stock
all staff know where they may be found.

Emergency Phone
All students have 3 emergency phone numbers: for the Principal, Accommodation & Welfare
Officer and the Emergency phone/Social Manager.
The Emergency phone is held by James Chiesa during the summer months.
Each of these staff have the list of host family/student contact details for all students and a list of
arrivals and departures.
In the event of a call on the emergency phone, staff will report the incident to the Principal on
the Monday morning or by e-mail or phone earlier for any serious emergencies.
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SECTION 4:

Handling allegations and/or suspicions

Allegations by a child or young person must always be taken seriously. It is not the
responsibility of anyone working in Loxdale English Centre, in a paid or unpaid capacity to
decide whether or not abuse has taken place. There is a responsibility to act on any concerns
by reporting these to the appropriate officer or the appropriate authorities.
Loxdale English Centre will fully support and protect anyone, who in good faith reports his or her
concern that a colleague is, or may be, abusing a child.
Where there is a complaint against a member of staff, there may be three types of investigation:
 a criminal investigation
 a child protection investigation
 a disciplinary or misconduct investigation.
The results of the police and child protection investigation may well influence and inform the
disciplinary investigation, but all available information will be used to reach a decision.

Reporting concerns about poor practice
If, following consideration, the allegation is clearly about poor practice, the Welfare Officer and
Principal as the designated Child Safeguarding Leads, will deal with it as a misconduct issue.
If the allegation is about poor practice by the Loxdale English Centre’s Child Safeguarding
Leads, or if the matter has been handled inadequately and concerns remain, it should be
reported to the Principal or her employer, Bo Forkman, who will decide how to deal with the
allegation and whether or not to initiate disciplinary proceedings.

Reporting concerns about suspected abuse
Please inform the Welfare Officer, Social Manager, Director of Studies or Principal as soon as
possible. Please stay calm and do not panic or over-react in front of the student. It is extremely
unlikely that they are in immediate danger.
Don’t try to deal with it yourself or make any negative comments about the alleged abuser.
Don’t gossip about it with colleagues or any other hosts – your actions could cause a criminal or
legal case to collapse.
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SECTION 4:

Handling allegations and/or suspicions
continued

How to respond to allegations of abuse
It is the duty of anyone who works with or hosts children or vulnerable adults to report
disclosure of abuse.
It is not for staff or hosts to decide whether or not a suspicion or allegation is true. All
suspicions or allegations must be taken seriously and dealt with according to this
procedure.

What to do

What not to do

Stay calm.

Don’t panic. Don’t over react. It is
extremely unlikely that the participant is in
immediate danger.

Listen, hear and believe.

Don’t probe for more information.
Questioning the participant may affect how
the participant’s disclosure is received at a
later date.

Give time to the person to say what they
want.

Don’t make assumptions, don’t paraphrase
and don’t offer explanations.

Reassure & explain that they have done
the right thing in telling. Explain that
only those professionals who need to
know will be informed.
Use TED:
Tell me
Explain to me
Describe to me

Don’t promise confidentiality or that
everything will be OK (it might not).

Act immediately in accordance with the
procedure in this document.

Don’t try to deal with it yourself.

Record in writing as near as verbatim as
possible what was said and as soon as
possible.

Don’t make negative comments about the
alleged abuser.

Report to Karen or Anna as soon as
possible.

Don’t gossip with colleagues about what
has been said to you.

Record your report and keep it secure.

Don’t make a child repeat a story
unnecessarily.

Don’t put words into their mouths.
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SECTION 4:

Handling allegations and/or suspicions
continued

Confidentiality
Every effort should be made to ensure that confidentiality is maintained for all concerned.
Information should be handled and disseminated on a need to know basis only. This includes
the following people:
 the School Welfare and Designated Safeguarding Leads
 the parents of the person who is alleged to have been abused
 the hosts
 the person making the allegation
 the Principal
 social services/police/local council LADO
Information should be stored in a secure place with limited access to designated people, in line
with data protection laws (e.g. that information is accurate, regularly updated, relevant and
secure).

Enquiries and further action
Internal enquiries and possible suspension
The Loxdale English Centre Designated Safeguarding Leads will make an immediate decision
about whether any individual accused of abuse should be temporarily suspended pending
further police and social services inquiries.
Irrespective of the findings of the social services or police inquiries, the Loxdale English Centre
Principal will assess all individual cases to decide whether a member of staff or volunteer can
be reinstated and how this can be sensitively handled.
This may be a difficult decision; particularly where there is insufficient evidence to uphold any
action by the police. In such cases, the Principal must reach a decision based upon the
available information which could suggest that on a balance of probability; is it more likely than
not that the allegation is true. The welfare of the child should remain of paramount importance
throughout.

Support to deal with the aftermath of abuse
Consideration should be given to the kind of support that children, parents and members of staff
may need. Use of helplines, support groups and open meetings will maintain an open culture
and help the healing process.
The British Association for Counselling Directory is available from The British Association for
Counselling, 1 Regent Place, Rugby CV21 2PJ, Tel: 01788 550899, E-mail: bac@bacp.co.uk,
Internet: www.bacp.co.uk .
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SECTION 5:

Recognising child abuse

What is child abuse?
Abuse is a form of maltreatment of a child. Somebody may abuse a child by inflicting harm, by
failing to act to prevent harm or by neglect. There are four types of abuse:
a)
Physical
May involve hitting, shaking, throwing, poisoning, burning, scalding, drowning or suffocating. It
can also be caused when a parent or carer fabricates the symptoms of, or deliberately induces
illness in a child.

b)
Neglect
This is a persistent failure to meet a child’s basic physical or psychological needs, likely to result
in the serious impairment of the child’s health or development. It may include failure to provide
adequate food and clothing or shelter or failure to protect a child from physical and emotional
harm or danger.

c)
Sexual
This involves forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in sexual activities, not
necessarily involving a high level of violence, whether or not the child is aware of what is
happening. The activities may involve physical contact, including assault by penetration (e.g.
rape or oral sex) or non-penetrative acts such as masturbation, kissing, rubbing and touching
outside of clothing.
They may also include non-contact activities such as involving children in looking at or in the
production of sexual images, watching sexual activities, encouraging children to behave in
sexually inappropriate ways, or grooming a child in preparation for abuse (including via phones
or internet). Adult males, adult females and other children can be abusers.

d)
Emotional
Is the persistent emotional maltreatment of a child such as to cause severe and persistent
adverse effects on the child’s emotional development. It may involve telling a child that they are
worthless, unloved, inadequate or valued. It may include not giving the child opportunities to
express their views, deliberately silencing them or ‘making fun’ of what they say or how they
communicate.
It may feature age developmentally inappropriate expectations being imposed on children.
These may include interactions that are beyond the child’s developmental capability, as well as
the overprotection and limitation of exploration and learning, or preventing the child from
participating in normal social interaction.
It may also involve the child seeing or hearing the ill-treatment of another.
It may involve serious bullying (including cyberbullying), causing children frequently to feel
frightened or in danger or the exploitation or corruption of children.
Some levels of emotional abuse is involved in all types of maltreatment of a child, though it may
occur alone.
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SECTION 5:
Typical Signs of Abuse:

Recognising child abuse continued
PHYSICAL ABUSE:

Physical Signs:
All children have accidents and may have bruises from time to time. The child or his or her
parents will usually tell you how the injuries occurred and what happened. However, if they do
not tell you or do not give you an adequate explanation of what happened, you need to consider
whether the injuries are a possible sign of physical abuse. Sometimes a child can be physically
abused without easily identifiable signs of injury, e.g. babies who have been shaken, so it is
important to act on concerns so professional assessments can be made.
Injuries not adequately explained including:


Fractures, bruises, burns, bite marks, slap marks, implement marks e.g. belt mark.

Other signs of abuse include:













Grip marks - may indicate shaking
Slap marks - cheeks, buttocks, limbs (may leave a hand imprint)
Soft tissue marks
Long marks
Symmetrical bruising
Bruising in unusual places e.g. bruises on ears
Teeth / bite marks
Burns with outline, e.g. outline of an iron
Cigarette burns
Fractures or other injuries
Injuries which haven’t been treated properly and there is delay in seeking medical attention
Any injury to a child who isn’t mobile e.g. baby under 1 year, disabled child

Behavioural Signs:








Child appears frightened of others e.g. parent(s) or carer(s)
Child doesn’t want to go home, or runs away
Child flinches when approached or when someone stretches a hand towards them
Child reluctant to get undressed e.g. for games or sport activity
Child very passive or very aggressive
Frozen watchfulness - child sits very still watching what’s going on (waiting for the next hit)
Equally could appear overly “happy” and “eager to please”
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SECTION 5:

Recognising child abuse continued

Typical Signs of Abuse:

PHYSICAL ABUSE continued:

Typical Signs of Abuse:

SEXUAL ABUSE:

Physical Signs:
 Repeated, inappropriate, masturbation
 Presence of sexually transmitted disease
 Young children with age inappropriate sexual knowledge, e.g. penetration, ejaculation, oral
sex
 Explicit sexual drawings
 Pain, soreness or itching in the genital or anal areas or mouth
 Recurrent genital or urinary infections.
 Pregnancy
Behavioural Signs:
 Disclosure from a child (to another child or an adult)
 Young children acting out sexual behaviours, e.g. simulating intercourse, grabbing genitalia
etc
 Young children displaying sexually inappropriate knowledge or behaviour
 Persistent bedwetting, nightmares and sleep problems
 Anorexia, bulimia, self harm or excessive ‘comforting’ eating
 Fear of a specific person
 Substance abuse
 Child having unexplained gifts, including money
 Children having ‘secrets’ that an adult says they are not allowed to tell
 Secrecy around internet use and webcams etc.
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SECTION 5:
Typical Signs of Abuse:

Recognising child abuse continued
NEGLECT ABUSE:

Physical Signs:












Looks excessively thin or ill
Well below average weight and height, failure to thrive,
Recent unexplained weight loss.
Complains of hunger; lack of energy
Untreated conditions/injuries
Repeated accidents, especially burns
Left home alone inappropriately
Repeatedly unwashed, smelly or dressed inappropriately for the weather
Supervision/carers inappropriate (e.g 8 year old looking after other children)
Badly decayed teeth
Unhygienic and/or unsanitary living conditions

Behavioural Signs:






Poor level of concentration
Constantly hungry or ’stealing’ food from others/from bins
Frequently not at school or persistent lateness
Reluctant to go home from school
Delayed speech development

Typical Signs of Abuse:

EMOTIONAL ABUSE:

Physical Signs:



Physical, mental and emotional developmental delay / late developer with no obvious
medical reason
Sudden onset speech disorders, e.g suddenly developing a stammer

Behavioural Signs:












Acceptance of punishment which seems excessive
Over-reaction to mistakes
Continual self deprecation
Excessive fear of new situations
Inappropriate emotional response to painful stimuli
Excessive behaviours, e.g. rocking, head banging, pulling own hair out
Self harm and/or eating disorders
Compulsive stealing/scavenging
Excessively sad, depressed, withdrawn,
Low self esteem
Very poor relationship with parent/carer
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Prevent
What is it?
Prevent is the government initiative that became a legal requirement for all British schools and
colleges on 1 December 2015. It is the first of a four part counter-terrorism strategy to reduce the risk to
the UK and it’s interests overseas and aims to stop people becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism.

What’s it got to do with me?
•

Loxdale English Centre now has a legal requirement to train all our staff, students and partners,
including host families, about Prevent and what this responsibility means for them. We can be
closed down by the Department of Business Innovation & Skills Department if we don’t.

The main part of achieving Prevent, and preventing extremism, is the promotion of core British values
and exclusion of extremism. This affects all the staff at Loxdale English Centre and our host families.

What do you mean by British values?
Obviously what we consider to mean ‘Being British’ and ‘British values’ may be varied as all of us have slightly
different beliefs. However, through the Prevent duty, these are defined in the Counter Terrorism & Security Act
2015 as:





Democracy; a system of government by the whole population or all the eligible members of a state,
typically through elected representatives.
Rule of law; the principle that all people and institutions are subject to and accountable to law that is
fairly applied and enforced; the principle of government by law.
Individual liberty; the state of being free; enjoying various social, political or economic rights and
privileges. The concept of liberty forms the core of all democratic countries.
Mutual respect and tolerance for those with different faiths and beliefs, protected through our Equality
and discrimination laws (Equality Act 2010).

Extremism is defined as:
“Vocal or active opposition to fundamental British values …. And calls for the death of members of our armed
forces whether in this country or overseas.”
Essentially an extremist organisation wants change through violent means and these can include organisations
concerned with animal rights, Neo Nazis, white supremacists & far-right militia, Holocaust deniers, radical
religious groups (cults, radical Christianists, al-Qaeda, ISIS etc), radical separatists/nationalists and anti-abortion
groups

I still don’t understand what it’s got to do with me and my students?
Prevent is about identifying, and helping, people who might be drawn into supporting extremist organisations.
Amongst others, these tend to be, but not always, more vulnerable people in society such as children with lack of
parental support, victims of crime, people who are lonely and need a sense of belonging.
Any foreign student can be more vulnerable as they are in a completely new environment and may not have
friends here. We want to safeguard all our students and to ensure that they feel welcomed and part of our local
community and their stay with you is a large part of this experience.
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Prevent continued

At Loxdale we promote equality and respect for people and raise awareness of diversity. We want to make sure
that our staff, students and hosts are protected from harassment, bullying and discrimination. This is what
Prevent entails.

Prevent does not mean:
•
•
•

•
•

Spying on students, hosts or staff
Trying to change someone’s culture
Stopping people from having opinions

Stopping students from having discussions
About criminalising people

What does Loxdale English Centre do as part of Prevent duties?
Some things we do are:
1. In the same way that you don’t know all laws in other countries when you go on holiday and assume they
are the same, most of our students don’t know all UK laws. We teach the most important ones and our
school rules to our students in their Induction on their first day. Many of these relate to British values.
2. Provide opportunities for the students to have individual liberty and use democracy where appropriate.
E.g., they choose the afternoon activities to take part in or the trips to go on and certain class activities.
3. They also have lessons on bullying, we teach them about tolerance and different aspects of British values.
4. We try to give them some independence and a chance for them to think for themselves.
5. We provide them with the opportunity to learn more about British life through ‘Britain Today’ and British
culture lessons and through living with a British homestay host.
6. We have filters on our computer system and wifi.
7. We encourage them to give us feedback and respond to that. Many students are not used to giving their
own opinions in class.

Homestay host responsibilities:
We ask our staff and hosts to exemplify British values in our everyday lives. We know, from the feedback we get
from our students, that this is what you do anyway. Things like: asking what they would like for dinner, asking
them to choose a film to watch, discussing news items, sitting down and eating with them and spending time
with them.
Most of Prevent is also part of normal safeguarding duties so let us know if you are worried about your student.
Changes in what they wear and attending a place of worship more often doesn’t mean they are becoming
extremists. Many young people are trying out new styles and lifestyles – I certainly don’t wear what I did when I
was in my early 20’s! However, are they alone a lot of the time? Have they made friends? Are they on the
computer through the night? Has their behaviour changed since you’ve known them? It could be that they are
being bullied or homesick or maybe just playing computer games but it is useful for the school to know so we can
find out.
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Prevent continued

More specific things that we ask of you are:
1. Let us know if your student has been given offensive/ extremist literature by anyone and asks you
what it is.
2. Let us know, if you, or a member of the household, gets convicted for funding/supporting extremist
groups.
3. Talk with your students. They really appreciate having time with you and your family.
4. If they do make a statement that seems extreme, confront them about it AND let the school know.
These could include “All women should wear headscarves.” Or “God is against all gays and they
should be shot”. You can initially deal with such statements by saying “I’m afraid you can’t say
things like that in the UK” or “It’s not like that in Britain”. All teenagers and young adults are trying
to find their place in the world and learn what is and isn’t acceptable. It is our job to show them
what is acceptable.
5. Please don’t make any such statements yourself, that aren’t in keeping with British values.

By the very nature of attending an international language school teaching English, our students
tend to be very tolerant and open to all people in society.
The reason they come to the UK and attend our school is because they want to meet people
from all over the world and to learn about different traditions and cultures.
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EASY TIPS TO BECOME

The Host with the Most
 Prepare for the language barrier and cultural differences
Patience and understanding are required when there are language barriers and cultural
differences. Learning a foreign language can be exhausting and misunderstandings can occur
due to differences in culture. Please be sensitive to this, particularly when the student first
arrives and may be experiencing jet lag, cultural shock or even homesickness.
If your student has a low level of English it may be helpful to use a translation app/ website to
explain important information. You can also contact the school as in some cases a member of
staff or another student can help with translation. If your student seems to have difficulty
understanding, write things down or even show pictures.
 Keep in contact
Exchange mobile numbers with your student on the first day and confirm the student’s
WhatsApp number (if you have WhatsApp) as the two numbers are not always the same.
Try to discuss any issues with your student as soon as possible. Communication can often
resolve problems early on.
Contact the school on a regular basis in order to keep in the loop regarding holidays, changes in
circumstances and rules etc.
 Learn more about your student
It’s important to learn some basic information about your student as early as possible. Not only
will this make the student feel welcome, it will allow you to better understand your student and
learn some important information. Meal times are a great opportunity for this.







Do you live in a small town or big city in your country?
How many people do you live in your home?
What food do you like and dislike?
Do you have any allergies?
Who should we contact if there should be an emergency?

 Discuss house Rules
Both you and your student will benefit from a discussion about house rules and schedules early
on. It is a good idea to show students how to use some of the facilities such as the shower/
bath, washing machine etc. Students that are allowed to use cooking appliances must be
provided with adequate instruction.
Here is an example list for you to cover.
Fire evacuation plan
Closing/ Locking front door
Meal times
Schedule for using the bathroom
Heating system
Guests
Cooking policy
Smoking
Laundry
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Code of Conduct for adults
All our students, staff and host families have the right to feel safe and secure, and to be
respected by all. Anna Thatcher and Karen Lilley are our Welfare, Prevent and Safeguarding Officers
and if you have any questions please do talk to them.

We want all our students, staff and host families to follow the following guidelines to make
Loxdale English Centre a happier, safer school:
We are valued and should value others. This means that each of us will:

Be polite

Be Prepared

Be Hard-working

.. in speech and behaviour
.. by showing respect for
others
.. by being well-behaved
.. listening to each other

.. by having all the correct
equipment
.. by being ready to
work/study

.. by starting work quickly
.. by following instructions
.. producing high quality
work

Be Safety-conscious

Be Tidy

.. by observing all safety
practices
.. by using all equipment
carefully & putting it
away

.. by taking pride in your
work
.. by caring for your
surroundings
.. by dressing appropriately

Be Considerate
.. by being on time
.. by being patient
.. by caring for people and
their property

Certain forms of behaviour will not be tolerated under any circumstances:
BULLYING AND UNKIND TEASING, SWEARING, FIGHTING, STEALING, VANDALISM
Reporting incidents
You must tell someone if you see bullying, drunkenness, persistent lateness, stealing and
vandalism. These things are very damaging to our students and school. If you don’t tell
someone, it can make people unhappy and sad.
Bad or unpleasant behaviour is often a cry for help and the offender may well need to talk and
share their feelings.

Staff/Accommodation Provider and Student Relationships
All students aged 17 and under are legally classed as children. All staff members are in a position of
trust and have a duty of care. Therefore any relationship with a child is illegal.
Relations with adult students is not encouraged and must be declared to Senior Management.
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Code of Conduct for adults continued
Students aged 16 & 17 years on an adult course
In British law all people aged 17 or younger are children. All these students must be home by 2230
unless their parents have given a different written curfew to the school. Staff and your hosts are in a
position of trust and have a duty of care. We must all report any drunkenness or inappropriate
behaviour to your parents.
We are available to talk to at any time. However, you have an official meeting with Alice each Thursday
lunch time to check on your progress and welfare.

We expect the following from our students:
In the classroom
- Be on time
- Turn your phone off
- There should be mutual respect between
students and staff and between students
- Listen to your teacher
- Speak English!
- When you leave, leave the room tidy
- Respect the school’s and other students’
equipment and property
- Be appreciative of your teacher
- Do your homework
In public including streets and buses
- Don’t crowd the pavement and move out of
the way of other people
- Please don’t shout
- Throw any rubbish or cigarette butts in the
bins provided
- Be polite and join queues

In the Dining Room
- Welcome others to your table
- When leaving please put your rubbish and
plates/glasses in the special trolley
On activities and trips
- Be on time
- Listen to the instructions
- When another student or staff is performing
or explaining something, please listen.
- Play all games in a generous and sporting
spirit but also to win!
- Encourage students sitting alone to join in.
- Return any borrowed equipment
With your hosts
- Be appreciative of your host
- Be on time for meals
- Communicate! Please let them know if you
are going to be late for dinner or if you don’t
like to eat something.

You can expect the following from Loxdale staff and accommodation providers:
1. We will always treat our students fairly, consistently, without discrimination and with respect.
2. We will provide you with lessons, activities, trips and host families that encourage you to
speak English and to learn about British culture.
3. We will use our expertise and judgement to do our best for you regarding your school. work
and personal development. We will help to improve your confidence.
4. We will make sure that you are safe as possible during your time here.
5. We will be available to talk to whenever you need us, especially the Welfare Officer and
Principal.
6. We will tell you what the school procedures, rules and British laws are whilst you are here.

7. We will train our staff to teach you and supervise your activities well.
8. We will let you know if we are worried about you and help you when we can.

Be proud to be part of our school & enjoy your course at Loxdale English Centre!

Code of Conduct for Young Learners
All our students, staff and host families have the right to feel safe and secure, and to be
respected by all. Anna Thatcher and Karen Lilley are our Welfare and Safeguarding Leads and, if you
have any questions, please do talk to them.

We want all our students, staff and host families to follow the following guidelines to make
Loxdale English Centre a happier, safer school:
We are valued and should value others. This means that each of us will:

Be polite

Be Prepared

Be Hard-working

.. in speech and behaviour
.. by showing respect for
others
.. by being well-behaved
.. listening to each other

.. by having all the correct
equipment
.. by being ready to
work/study

.. by starting work quickly
.. by following instructions
.. producing high quality
work

Be Safety-conscious

Be Tidy

.. by observing all safety
practices
.. by using all equipment
carefully & putting it
away

.. by taking pride in your
work
.. by caring for your
surroundings
.. by dressing appropriately

Be Considerate
.. by being on time
.. by being patient
.. by caring for people and
their property

Certain forms of behaviour will not be tolerated under any circumstances:
BULLYING AND UNKIND TEASING, SWEARING/BAD LANGUAGE, FIGHTING, STEALING and
VANDALISM
Reporting incidents
You must tell someone if you see bullying, drunkenness, persistent lateness, stealing and
vandalism. These things are very damaging to our students and school. If you don’t tell
someone, it can make people unhappy and sad.
Bad or unpleasant behaviour is often a cry for help and the offender may well need to talk and
share their feelings.
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Code of Conduct for Young Learners continued
We expect the following from our students:
In the classroom
- Be on time
- Turn your phone off
- There should be mutual respect between
students and staff and between students
- Listen to your teacher
- Speak English!
- When you leave, leave the room tidy
- Respect other students’ equipment and
property
- Be appreciative of your teacher
- Do your homework

On activities
- Be on time
- Turn your phone off
- Sign in at Registration and in the evenings
- Listen to the instructions
- When another student or staff is performing
or explaining something, please listen.
- Play all games in a generous and sporting
spirit but also to win!
- Encourage students sitting alone to join in.
- Return any borrowed equipment

In the Dining Room
- Welcome others to your table
- When leaving please put your rubbish and
plates/glasses in the special trolley

With your hosts
- Be appreciative of your host
- Be on time for meals
- Go straight home after evening activities.
Hosts will always let the school know if you
have been late home or have come home in
an inappropriate manner (e.g. drunk). Please
don’t put them in that situation.
- Communicate! Please let them know if you
are going to be late for dinner or if you don’t
like to eat something.

In public including streets and buses
- Don’t crowd the pavement and move out of
the way of other people
- Please don’t shout
- Throw any rubbish or cigarette butts in the
bins provided
- Be polite and join queues

You can expect the following from Loxdale staff and accommodation providers:
1. We will always treat our students fairly, consistently, without discrimination and with respect.
2. We will provide you with lessons, activities, trips and host families that encourage you to
speak English and to learn about British culture.
3. We will use our expertise and judgement to do our best for you regarding your school. work
and personal development. We will help to improve your confidence.
4. We will make sure that you are safe as possible during your time here.
5. We will be available to talk to whenever you need us.
6. We will tell you what the school procedures, rules and British laws are whilst you are here.

7. We will train our staff to teach you and supervise your activities well.
8. We will let you know if we are worried about you and praise you when you do well.

Be proud to be part of our school & enjoy your course at Loxdale English Centre!
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Data Protection Policy for our hosts
A Data Protection Policy lets you know what happens to any personal data/information that
you give to us.
As a school we deliver the following services for our students:





Teaching
Looking after the welfare of our students and supporting them during their course here
Arranging accommodation for our students
Organising and supervising social activities and trips during their courses

Our students are:
 Adult students
 Young Learners: Teenagers aged 13 to 17 years and Pre-Teens aged 8 to 12 years
In this document you will find out:
1. Our commitment to you.
2. How do we collect information on you?
3. What kinds of personal information about you do we use?
4. What do we use your personal data for and who do we share it with?
5. What legal basis do we use for processing your data?
6. How and when can you withdraw your consent?
7. What should you do if your personal information changes?
8. Do you have to provide your personal information to us?
9. How long do we keep your personal information?
10. What are your rights under data protection laws?
11. Your restrictions.

1. Loxdale English Centre & our commitment to you
The protection of your privacy and personal information is important to us. We make sure that we have
appropriate security to look after it and that companies that we work with also keep our high standards.
These include IT services, financial services, taxis and coach companies.
We respect your privacy and will only give out information to our staff, clients or partners that is
relevant to them to make sure they can do their job properly. We never give out your details to anyone
unconnected with the school or student.

In this document you will see our commitment to you in keeping your data safe:
a) We make it clear to you at the point when we request your information, what we are collecting
it for and how we are going to use it.
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b) We collect and use your personal information only if we have your permission or we have
sensible business reasons for doing so, such as collecting enough information to be able to book
a student to stay at your home and to arrange any services that they have requested e.g. airport
transfer to you. We keep the information required to a minimum, just enough to provide you
and our clients with high quality service.
c) You will only receive information in relation to the student(s) that are booked with you and
relevant information from Loxdale about Safeguarding, Health and Safety or training.
d) We will store and delete your personal data securely.
e) Please remember that if you post any comments or links on any of our sites (website/Facebook),
they can be read and accessed by anyone and everyone.
f) Loxdale English Centre is not responsible for any other websites that we may provide links to e.g.
British Council, VisitBrighton etc.
g) If we or our service providers transfer any information out of the European Economic Area
(EEA), it will only be done for relevant legal reasons.

2. How do we collect information about our hosts?
a) When you fill in our Application Form.
b) When our Accommodation Staff visit you at your home to discuss hosting students.
c) When you ask us for information, either direct, from our website or social media or from
one of our clients/partners.
d) When you use the website or social media.
e) When we take up references about you as part of the Application Process.

3. What kinds of personal information about you do we use?
a) Personal and contact details. This includes title, full name and contact details.
b) Your date of birth, occupation and gender.
c) Details of other people who live at your home.
d) History of contact with us e.g. E-mail, telephone, social media, website or letter.
e) Information about your previous Loxdale students, names and when they stayed with you.
f) Your passport/ID information
g) We also need to know whether you or anyone in the household smokes, has any dietary
requirements or allergies and what diets you are prepared to cater for e.g. vegetarian.

4. What do we use your personal data for and who do we share it with?
a) We need to process your Application Form and think about whether or not we can offer you a
particular student at a particular time. For example we may be looking to place a student who
needs a gluten free diet but you don’t offer this.
b) To manage the course/service our client has booked. For example, if you don’t smoke, we need
to know this so that we don’t place a student who smokes with you.
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What do we use your personal data for and who do we share it with continued…
c) To up-date your records if necessary.
d) To help us to run our courses safely and to allow us to keep you or the student safe. For
example, to ensure that all adults in your household has a valid DBS check if hosting children.
e) To follow guidance and best practice under the change to rules of governmental and
regulatory bodies e.g. As we are accredited by the British Council, we want to make sure we
work to the highest possible safeguarding and service standards.
f) For management and financial auditing so we can prove where our income comes from and
where payments go to the Auditors.
g) To monitor and keep records of our work with you and our staff e.g. You may need to prove
your income to HMRC.
h) For market research and developing statistics for ourselves and our governing bodies e.g.
English UK and British Council.
i) To provide personalised content and services to you. For example, if you asked to host a
student who stayed with you the previous year, we might contact you if they book again.
j) To comply with legal and regulatory obligations, requirements and guidance. For example
details we need to write your name and address in the visa application letters we provide
our students or they will not be granted it and can’t stay with you.
k) To share information when it is needed with Loxdale partners if it is needed for them to do
their job/provide the service. This could include taxi drivers, staff, students, agents or
accountants etc.

5. What legal basis do we use for processing your data?
We use different legal basis depending on the reason for it:


For all data used to enquire about our school and students, we process the data using
‘Legitimate interest’. So you can gain information about the details of the student and
our rates of pay once we have been given a little information about you and your needs
and can let you know which students would be best suited for you. You always have a
choice and can opt out of this processing at any time.



Where you provide data in the Application or booking process, we process it under
‘Contract’. This is when it is necessary for us to have this information in order to provide
you with a suitable student to host.



Any secondary processing of your data is managed under ‘Consent’. This might be if you
ask us to organise your pay. Then we have to send payroll your details so they can pay
you.

We will always make it as easy as possible for you opt out of any process, as long as it doesn’t stop us
from being able to provide you with the service you have requested.
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6. How and when can you withdraw your consent?
Where we are relying upon your consent to process personal data, you can withdraw this at any time by
contacting us using the details at the top of each page.

7. What should you do if your personal information changes?
You should tell us so that we can update our records as soon as possible especially if it relates to
safeguarding or payment issues. For example if you change your telephone number, are arrested or
cautioned by police, we need to know this as soon as possible.

8. Do you have to provide your personal information to us?
We can’t provide you with certain students/services if you do not give us certain information to us. This
may be for legal or safeguarding reasons. For example, if we don’t have your phone number, we may
not be able to contact you in time to place a student with you.

9. How long do we keep your personal information?
Unless we explain otherwise to you, we’ll hold your personal information based on the following
criteria:
 For as long as we have reasonable business needs, such as managing our relationship with you.
 For as long as we provide students to you.
 For as long as legal or regulatory requirements or guidance. For example, in the UK, invoice
details/financial information must be kept for 7 years.

10. What are your rights under data protection laws?
Here is a list of all your rights under data protection laws. They don’t apply in all circumstances. If you
wish to use any of them, we’ll explain at that time if they are used or not. You have the right to…..








be informed about the processing of your personal information
have your personal information corrected if it is wrong and to have incomplete personal
information completed
object to processing of your personal information
restrict processing of your personal data
have your personal information deleted (the “right to be forgotten”)
request access to your personal information and to obtain information about how we process it
move, copy or transfer your personal data (“data portability”)

To object or action any of these, please contact us at the address shown at the top of the page.
11. Your restrictions
Any personal data that we give you about your student, Loxdale or one of our partners (agent, taxi
driver etc.) must be kept safe by you. You are not allowed to share this information outside the
household. At the end of a student’s stay with you, we expect you to safely and securely throw away all
personal details.
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